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No one consulted

Soccer field relocated; IPTAY parking expands
By David Ingram
Tiger Staff Writer
Beginning this fall semester, students
will have a shorter walk to the varsity soccer games, while Gold Card IPTAY
members will have more parking spaces
from which to choose. Parking for IPTAY
is also being improved on Cemetery Hill.
In a surprise move last week, the
Athletic Department commenced grading
Riggs Field for use next year as the intercollegiate soccer field. The work is being
contributed by a construction company
while its heavy grading equipment is sitting idle.
According to Bill McLellan, athletic
director, "the timing was right to get the
ground level and drainage established. We
couldn't have gotten him (the company)
later." He also said that the field would not
have been ready in the fall if the project
was delayed.
Dixie Day, an annual day of games sponsored by Beta Theta Pi fraternity and
culminating a week of competition among
the campus sororities, had to be relocated
last Saturday from Riggs Field to the present soccer field and future IPTAY parking site. Steve Wynkoop, Beta vicepresident and head of the Dixie Day pro-

gram, said that his fraternity was informed Wednesday at 3 p.m. that Riggs Field
was being graded. While he was pleased to
say that Dixie Day was successful, he said
that he wished that he had been given advance notice. "The only thing that upset us
was the late time we found out."
Likewise, Oscar Lovelace, student body
president, found out about the soccer field
relocation project on Wednesday. He was
later informed that John Dupre, a student
senator, had learned of the project on Monday but had been assured that nothing
would be done until after Greek Week was
held on Riggs Field in mid-April.
Commenting about the surprise move
and its effect on planned student events,
Lovelace said that "while the university
expects students to go through all channels, they (the administrators) can change
without anyone knowing."
Although students were not consulted
about the soccer field relocation, they
were consulted about the Cemetery Hill
changes. Student government approved
the project before the graders began leveling the ground. The Cemetery grounds used for IPTAY football parking, are being
leveled so that the lot can handle cars bet(continued to page 3)

Stolen research chickens
recovered early Sunday
By Mark Sublette
Assistant News Editor
A crate containing four chickens used
in connection with a poultry science
research project was reported stolen
from the rear of the Plant and Animal
Science Building on Friday evening,
March 28, through they have since been
recovered by police acting on an
anonymous tip.
The four birds were recovered early
Sunday morning, March 30, when an
anonymous caller told the university
Department of Security that they could
be found at the Duke Power Company's
Clemson. office located on North Clemson Avenue. The chickens had not been
harmed.
The fowl are a part of a 50-specimen
research project investigating the effects of certain metals in the birds' diet
on the thickness of eggshells. The objective of the project is to determine
whether egg breakage can be curtailed
during shipping by feeding the chickens
a diet that will produce thicker shells.
The balance of manganese and lead in
the birds' body affects the shell
thickness, and the stolen birds were being fed a diet containing 10 parts lead
per million.
DenziLV. Maurice, associate professor in the poultry science department and head of this research project;
stated that there was probably little
danger of the lead content in the

chickens being dangerous had they
been eaten.
"Only about 10 percent of the lead
remains in the bird's body," explained
Maurice. "Most of this is in a stable
pool in the bone marrow while only a
very small amount is in the liver. We
don't know exactly how much is in the
muscle, but I would venture to say that
it is negligible."
The theft itself took place at about
9:30 p.m. last Friday when graduate
student Dick Wisenhunt, who is assisting
in the project, left several crates of
chickens unattended on the loading
dock at the rear of the P&AS Building
while he ran some blood samples
upstairs toa lab. When he returned, he
found that one of the crates had been
stolen.
The crates of birds bore no markings
concerning the nature of the research
they were being used in. "The crates
were only labeled numerically from one
to 10 to avoid any bias in handling the
samples," explained Maurice. "The
lost chickens represented a lost subset
in our data set. If they hadn't been
recovered, it would have been a loss to
us in terms of sampling. We would have
lost data on that particular diet treatment. We're really happy to have the
birds back," he continued.
Maurice explained that the birds
would probably soon be killed in the
course of regular research work to
analyze tissue samples from the birds.

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR BILL McLELLAN recently announced that a portion of
Cemetery Hill will serve as an IPTAY parking lot for next fall's football games. (Photo
by Ingram)

Student Senate delays
budget considerations
By William Pepper
News Editor
The Student Senate debate on student
organization funding was postponed for
one week due in part to the absence of
numerous senators. The postponement
was also made to allow senators to study
the proposed resolution.
Attendance at the Monday meeting was
sparse. Three people over the number
necessary to conduct business were present at the start of the meeting. "We're
dealing with $150,000 and it's a hard thing
to work on in one night when little over half
of the senators are here," Parliamentarian Larry Davis stated.
The funding for next year was cut $20,000
from $170,000 to $150,000. The total amount
requested by the various funded organizations totaled nearly $300,000. The Student
Government Finance Committee
evaluated each organization's request and
then made their recommendations.
The resolution recommended by the
committee provides funding for 12
organizations which did not receive funding this past year. In addition, 11
organizations received funding increases
over last year, while most of the 79 remaining organizations were recommended to
receive less money than last year. None of
the organizations received the exact
amount they had requested, although
some cuts were less than others.
Senate president pro-tempore Clin
Wingard explained to the Senate that any
additions to funding would mean a subtraction from another organization's funding.
.
.
In other Senate business, the Food and

Health Committee reported that dining
service bids had been received. ARA, Servomation and SAGA have submitted bids
to the University. Joy Smith, assistant
dean of student life; John Newton, director
of auxiliary services; and David Morrison,
chairman of the Food and Health Committee, will serve on a committee to evaluate
the bids.
The Senate Rules Committee reported a
bill to have an absence from the April 7
Senate meeting to count as two absences in
light of the funding consideration. "The
absences these past few weeks have been
just incredible," Davis stated.
John Pettigrew noted that the same people are always absent. Cynthia Lynn,
Secretary of the Senate, stated, "There
are nine people who shouldn't be on the roll
now." Senate president Wes Kirkland has
notified the Senators in question. Under
Senate rules a Senator may be replaced by
the Senate president after repeated unexcused absences.
The Senate also discussed the recent
campus construction. According to John
Hoefer, chairman of the Senate Athletic
Affairs Committee, his committee was not
consulted on the decision to move the soccer field, although the decision was made
by the Athletic Department two months
ago. "They didn't let student government
know anything about it," new student
government vice-president Joey Lemmons
Also, the Senate Athletic Affairs Committee unfavorably recommended a
resolution to have the "Lacrosse Club be
(continued to page 6)
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Shower intruders prompt extra security measures
By Helen Pitts
Assistant News Editor
Young Hall residents have decided to
take extra security measures since
residents in the showers twice within the
last two months.
two months.
The more recent episode occurred last
Wednesday at approximately 10 p.m. when
a resident taking a shower noticed a male
observing her from the adjacent shower
stall. She ran to her room, and another girl
went to check the bathroom to see if the intruder was still there. The intruder fled
when she walked in.
The resident assistant then called the
police, who came over and talked to the

girl involved.
The police returned shortly, upon the
head resident's request, to search the
dorm. This was done as a precautionary
method, since no one reported actually
seeing the intruder leave through either
the front or back doors.
The night after this incident, the Young
Hall residents met and voted to keep the
back doors locked 24 hours a day. (Each
residence hall sets its own locked-door
hours.) Previously the back doors had remained unlocked from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Mondays through Thursdays, 7 a.m. to 9
p.m. on Fridays, and 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. on
Saturdays and Sundays.
Also, it was agreed that the desk girl

(who sits in the front lobby) would check
regularly to make sure the back doors remain locked. In the past there have been
problems with the doors being propped
open.
Although the locked doors will be a slight
inconvenience to the residents, they
agreed that the extra safety measure
would make them feel more secure.
Before the vote about the locked doors,
Apple Richardson, west area campus coordinator of the Housing Office, met with the
residents of Young Hall.
Richardson discussed the recent problems and pointed out that the Housing Office had not been notified of shower intruders in other dormitories this semester.

He said he, as well as the Housing Office,
would be willing to hear any suggestions
about how to alleviate security-related
problems in the dormitories.
The suggestions from the girls at the
meeting included informing students
about security-related problems and improving the lighting in the bathrooms.
One coed explained why she feels that
students need to be better informed, "I
would rather be informed officially of problems rather than hear gossip Which may
be exaggerated or even untrue."
According to Thea McCrary, female
detective at the. police department, no
other shower incidents have been reported
this semester.

Tiger and WSBF elect new senior staffers
news editor.
Helen Pitts, the former copy editor, and
Mark Sublette were elected as assistant
news editors. Keith Mattison was elected
as the entertainment editor. Hugh Hunsucker, the past news editor, was named
features editor, while Cobb Oxford was
reelected sports editor.
The new copy editors for The Tiger are
Priscilla Bunton and Dana Hanson. Carl
Finley was chosen as photography editor,
while Mike Watkins and Holly Hamor were
selected as the new advertising managers.
Mike Marzec was reelected as circulation
manager. Susan Ellington was elected to
the position of office manager.

Senior staff elections for The Tiger were
held on March 9 for the 1980-81 academic
year, while WSBF resolved an election
discrepancy on March 10.
Richard Brooks was elected editor in
chief. Brooks, a junior majoring in
political science, served as entertainment
editor this past year.
Among the several other position
changes within the senior staff was
Charles Bolchoz. Bolchoz, the former
editor in chief, was elected business
manager. Van Mattison moved from
associate editor to the position of managing editor. William Pepper, the past
features editor, was selected as the new

WSBF resolved a discrepancy in the
election process used to elect the programming director. According to Douglas
Welton, the new programming director,
the discrepancy was a matter of
parliamentary procedure. "The first election was appealed to the board of directors
of WSBF. The board directed that the elec-

tion be held again," he said.
Welton also announced the election of
Helen McGee to the position of music
director and the selection of Jeff Jones as
the new audio and control room engineer.
The new WSBF staff assumed their duties
on April 1.
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LONNIE'S FISH HOUSE
All types of seafood
Catfish, Flounder, Crab, Scallops, Rainbow Trout
SHORT ORDERS
Chicken Plates, Barbeque, Hamburgers
ccrrrajr/ CJupJpuokOMIM

Family Style:
Catfish, Flounder, Country Ham, Chicken, Cole Slaw, French Fries,
Rolls, and Hushpuppies, with Tea or Coffee

ALL

YOU

CAN

EAT

The AERO Club is recruiting members for
the ClMiwon Right Team - Anyone interested please attend this meeting

ONLY...... .$5.50

Open 4 p.m. - 10 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Rt. 93, Central, just past Ingles
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THE CLEMSON SAILING CLUB

Notice

will host a REGATTA Saturday, April 5
Schools from all over the U.S. will participate.
Races will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the club area (located at the Y-Beach).

Everyone is invited to come watch.

A PARTY
will be held Saturday night.
For more information and directions
to the party. Come out to the lake
on Saturday or call 654-4078.
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Despite rumors to the contrary, the Book Cellar does not
sell only adult books. We also have a large selection of
romances, mysteries, historical novels, westerns,
gothics, self-help books, spy novels, psychology books,
science fiction, religious books, and many others.
Thousands and thousands of used paperback books at
Yi the original cover price or less. Many new releases in
stock at 10% off the cover price. Trade-ins accepted on
used books. The Book Cellar, 101 Earle St., Clemson.
654-3603.
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Soccer field relocation
ter, especially in inclement weather. No
cost will be incurred to the athletic department for the project because it is also being done as a gift.
McLellan viewed the project as "improving the aesthetic point of view" of the
cemetery. Students will not be allowed to
use the grass parking.
The present soccer-field-turned-parkinglot will not be paved and will remain open
for intramural sports when it is not in use
for parking. McLellan said that the additional parking was needed to alleviate the
parking shortage created by the upper
deck addition to Death Valley and the increasing number of Gold Card IPTAY

(continued from page 1)
Coach Ibrahim verified that he was not
consulted about the project. By the time he
knew of the moving, the project was
already underway.
Expressing his dissatisfaction about the
use of Astroturf, he commented that
everyone knows that Astroturf is "bad for
soccer." He also pointed out that parking
will be a problem, especially for weekday
games.
Two questions were posed by Coach
Ibrahim: "Why move?" and "How do we
make a first class move?" In the light of
the present situation, he regretted that
"the only way to make a first class move is
to impose on students."

beside the fraternity dorms. McLellan said
that he did not favor using the present concrete bleachers beside the dorms for soccer games, because they would be too far
away from the playing field.
McLellan defended the project by saying
that they were "trying to multi-use every
field we have." He also said that he hoped
to "complement intramurals and intercollegiate sports" and increase soccer attendance by bringing the field closer to the
students.
Asked if soccer coach I. M. Ibrahim was
consulted prior to a decision being made,
McLellan replied, "It's not his concern.
His concern is with coaching."

members.
The track will remain around Riggs
Field, and the center will still be used for
intramural sports when soccer games are
not scheduled. The field will largely remain grass, but patches of Astroturf will
be placed where softball bases are located.
This is because the ground around each
base tends to develop holes from water.
Referring to the patchwork of grass and
Astroturf, McLellan said that "you would
not know the difference."
The metal bleachers in use now at soccer
games will be placed on the side of Riggs
Field closest to Highway 93. The baseball
field bleachers will be across the field

Graduate test questions and
answers released
By William Pepper
News Editor
For the first time, students can obtain
copies of the actual questions and answers
to the Graduate Record Examinations Aptitude Test. Although sample tests have
been available for many years, this is the
first time that students can obtain actual
questions and answers.
The release of the test questions and
answers is the result of the New York State
Admissions Testing Law of 1979. The law
requires that questions and answers for
any standardized test used in connection
with admission procedures to colleges and
graduate schools (other than specifically
exempted achievement tests), be made
public shortly after the test is administered to students in New York State.
The GRE board expanded the service to include all test-takers.
The booklet costs $2 per copy, and for
$3.50, examinees can obtain a photocopy of

RIGGS FIELD, presently used for intramurals, will be the site of next fall's soccer
matches. (Photo by Ingram)

Forensic Union wins honors
Four members of the Forensic Union Cathy Gordan, John Spratling, Andy Halliday, and Tina Ellenburg — had a successful trip to the National Student Congress.
In a meeting held in Denver, Colorado,
on March 20-23, the Clemson delegation
had two members selected as committee
chairmen and another chosen as speaker
of the body.
Gordan was chosen as the speaker of the
National Student Congress. Gordan was
also given the superior performance
award for a delegate to the body.
Ellenburg was chosen as the chairman
of the Curriculum and Standards Committee and Halliday was selected as the head
of Human Rights and Education Committee.

The national congress is an annual event
and next year, Ellenburg said, the Forensic Union hopes to send a delegation to the
meeting in Minnesota.
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ITALIAN RESTAURANT

$q 50

O

Open: Tuesday-Thursday 5:00p. m.-10:00p. m.
Friday and Saturday 5:00p.m.-11:00p.m.
M

Sunday 5:00p.m.-10:00p.m. Closed Monday
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-WABC-TV
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is everywhere"
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Mannicotti or Spaghetti
Served with Salad, Drink, Bread and Butter
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their answer sheet. The 40-page booklet
contains the questions that were counted
toward the actual scores, a list of correct
answers, instructions for obtaining "raw"
scores and a table for finding scaled scores
reported for the test. Also included are
descriptions of the test and explanations of
the kinds of questions asked.
Following the enactment of the New
York State law, the GRE Board made
several reductions in its New York State
testing schedule. "After a test is made
public it cannot be used again. Therefore,
the number of editions of the Aptitude Test
that can be released is determined by the
current inventory of test editions and the
rate at which new ones can be developed,"
explained Alfred S. Sussman, chairman of
the GRE Board.
As of March 15, only 250 individuals from
across the nation had ordered the
materials. Order forms for the booklet and
answer sheet were mailed to each testtaker with their score reports.
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the tiger
Who's boss?
Who runs this university anyway?
The logical answer to this question would be President BUI Atchley or the Board of Trustees.
But apparently, Athletic Director Henslee "Bill"
McClellan thinks that he is the decision-making force
at Clemson University. And the fact that he has, since
spring break, successfully instituted major campus
changes without the knowledge of those affected
seems to indicate that he is.
In a move which surprised everyone involved,
Coach I. M. Ibrahim's soccer team was relocated
from what has been called "the best natural grass
soccer field in the South" to an intramural field.
Ibrahim did not find out about the move until it was
too late to do anything about it. He is justifiably irate.
The bottom-line reason that this change was
railroaded past Ibrahim and all other interested parties is to provide increased parking for high paying
IPTAY members.
For the same reason, the southwest side of
Cemetery Hill is being graded — likewise without consultation with students or faculty.
Whether he likes it or not, McLellan is a part of the
university's administration. And as such, he should
be just as committed to communicating with
everyone interested in the betterment of Clemson as
any other administrator.
Atchley's administration has come under fire in recent weeks for failing to communicate. But following
the furor over Dean of Liberal Arts H. Morris Cox's
firing, improved communication within the university was promised.
Now, thanks to McLellan, the communication situation is regressing rather than progressing.
There are many in the Clemson community who
don't appreciate being kept in the dark. They should
be consulted.

A spectator sport?
The recent shower intruder incidents in Young Hall
have made many coeds more aware that they are not
as secure as they may think.
This awareness has resulted, not in panic or
hysteria, but in more cautious and concerned girls.
For example, the dormitory residents voted to keep
the back doors locked at all times and to make frequent check to make sure they remain locked.
But what other efforts are being made to prevent
similar incidents from happening in the future? The
residents of Young Hall asked that question to Apple
Richardson of the Housing Office.
Richardson gave no specific examples of what the
Housing Office is doing to prevent future security problems. But Richardson heard suggestions from the
residents concerning security problems.
First of all, the most obvious suggestion was to improve the lighting in the bathrooms. This is a fairly
straightforward suggestion that would create a much
safer atmosphere. Certainly the Housing Office will
not hesitate to comply with this request.
The residents also suggested that females be better
informed about security - related problems. The girls'
awareness that they are being told the facts may
dispel the circulation of rumors which only lead to unnecessary apprehension and suspicion.
Problems exist here as well as everywhere else.
Why hide the facts? As the Young Hall problem has
exemplified, exposing the facts may lead to productive steps in alleviating the problem.
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footnotes
"Why not a Bill Foster for Carolina. They copy everything
else. "—Latest bumper sticker on campus.
I guess he's slow."— Cliff Wingard, Student Senate president pro-tem,
referring to Dean Walter Cox at Monday's senate meeting.
"Don'tput that in The Tiger, please. "—Cliff Wingard, referring to the
above footnote.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters
from its readers on all subjects.
Please type all letters, triple
spaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200
words in length. Tuesday at 6
p.m. prior to the Friday issue is
the deadline for all letters.
Authors of letters should sign
their letters, with their address
and phone number included. If
more than one person composes
the letter, all authors should be
listed with their addresses and
phone numbers.
The editors of The Tiger
reserve the right to edit letters
for space and style. Also, letters
which are in poor taste or potentially 1 ibelous will be withheld if a
majority of the editorial board
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of
The Tiger and cannot be returned. A file of all letters is maintained should questions arise.
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letters
Olymic boycott:
An infringement
on rights
President Carter's call for a boycott of
the Moscow Olympics is commendable.
Who can argue with our government's
policy of protesting the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan's national integrity, as well as
its numerous violations of human rights?
Carter's call for a boycott, however, raises
another question of integrity: How is our
government's policy related to our individual liberties?
We have long painted a picture of the
Communist bloc as bureaucracies of which
subject the exercise of individual rights to
the so-called popular, or proletarian,
will—which is nothing more than the
government's doctrinaire. A convenient
dichotomy is established in which they are
the antithesis to freedom, to free enterprise. But the line between us and them is
not that clear, and unless we want to
obscure further the difference between
their "socialism" and our "capitalism,"
we ought to modify Carter's message to
the world. We should consider the advice
of the United States Olympic Committee
and many of our athletes who participated
at Lake Placid: Let's permit American
athletes to compete in Moscow.
We need to preserve the rights our Constitution maintains: each individual's
liberty and pursuit of happiness. Every
American should be allowed to decide
where to invest his capital and, thereby, to
decide how to uphold the image that
American athletes are representative of
the people, not the government. Athletes,
if they can get financial backing, should be
allowed to decide whether they want to
represent America in Moscow. NBC—for
an example of American
businesses—should be allowed to decide
whether to protect its investment, and to
seek a profit, in bringing Americans the
Soviets' perspective of the Olympics and,
invariably, their view of Mother Russia.
And we "average Americans" should be
allowed to choose whether to support the
athletes and the media by our responses to
their promoters, advertisers, and ■ the
Nielsen ratings.
I would be happy to see no money go to
the Soviets to accommodate our team and
tourists, to see nothing that seem to sanction their Communist regime—though I do
think the experience might be worthwhile
for Americans. But what is more important is that we and our government
preserve the integrity of our Constitution
and our national heritage. Let's not allow
our government's silencing of the final line
of our national anthem, heard so often in
past Olympics. In the midst of Soviet oppression in Moscow and throughout the
world, let America's "land of the free and
home of the brave" be heard, not primarily through government policy, but because
of our individual practice of that motto.
Robin Hunt

National champ
Loban slighted
I am very saddened by The Tiger's nearly total disregard for one of the (if not
"the") greatest athletic performances in
the history of Clemson athletics. I am
speaking of The Tiger's recent two
paragraph coverage of Noel Loban's
NCAA wrestling title. I mean Number One
in America, in the same class as Dan
Gable. (In fact, Gable called Loban, "the
toughest animal at the NCAA's") Loban's
match will have special coverage on a
later "Wide World of Sports" show on
ABC. The reason being that in the finals

Loban beat Dan Severn who this year, had
pinned two Olympic Gold Medalists.
It is a shame that I have to write a letter
to inform the students of this instead of
The Tiger doing the job it should have!
Noel Loban is in the same class as Butler,
Fuller, and Rollins and should be treated
and acclaimed as such. What does Coach
Schalles (himself a world champion) say
to a recruit who asks "what kind of support
do the wrestlers get?" Maybe something
like "well, if you get to be the best in
America, you'll get a couple of paragraphs
in The Tiger!"
If The Tiger and its editors do not give
Noel Loban, his coaches and the wrestling
team their due acclaim, then they will
have disgraced themselves in the eyes of
many of the athletes here at Clemson.
Jeff Johnson, Grad Asst.

The Bible: No
absolute standard
In reference to the letter in last week's
Tiger entitled "Apologies Needed," I
agree with the opinions of the authors that
the last issue of The Buzzard was crude
and out-of-line for a student publication
funded by money from all students at
Clemson. However, in the second
paragraph of the letter, the statement is
made that "The word of God Is the standard of life and morality for those who accept it and also for those who do not." It is
this statement that I wish to address here.
The authors seem to have lost track of
what is belief and what is provable fact. Indeed, the Bible is the standard for the person who is a Christian, but it is a standard
which can be called into question for someone who is not of the Christian faith, or
for someone who does not see the Bible as
the first, last, and only word of God.
The Bible, whichever one of the eight
main different versions one uses, has a
long history, and its writings span
thousands of years and many different
authors. Much of it is testimonial material
written by believers who desired to prove
their points at the time, and therefore
musth of it is really not subject to proof as
we understand "proof" nowadays. The
current Bible does not include some
writings which were in circulation at the
time the present Canon (list of official
books of the Bible) was established. Many
of these writings were excluded by designs
although they have survived in libraries.
Also, it is reasonable to believe that there
were other books which are now not even
remembered, much less preserved. In
other words, the Bible as an absolute standard, one which cannot be questioned, is
an idea which cannot be supported for the
believing Christian, much less for the nonbeliever.
Quoting the Bible (or quoting bits and
pieces of it) in an attempt to impose an
"absolute" standard on everyone's personal behavior is therefore a mistake. People have to make up their own minds about
what is moral and what is not, but they are
free to use whatever ethical system they
choose for whatever reasons they choose.
I, for one, get tired of having the Bible
thrown at me over every issue that comes
up. Well-reasoned arguments derived
from clearly-stated premises do more to
convince me of morality than does random
quotation from a source which most people
(including myself) do not fully understand, regardless of their religious training
or background.
Scott W.Wright

Buzzard defended
The Buzzard is quite humorous and objectionable only to those with Puritan
tastes who would seek to rid the world of

all laughter and joy. Those who object to
this special issue of The Tiger probably
shudder at the allusions of the Not Ready
for Prime Time Players and would seek to
instigate a stoning of Monte Python's caste
were it to come to this Christian-ridden
school. These subversives would scorn the
free play of children and hasten to end
such mild pleasures as fine wines, good aged cheese, and child porn. If there is a God,
He has exhibited His divine sense of humor
in allowing The Buzzard to be published,
for verily had He not enjoyed it, would He
have allowed Clemson to stand when He
destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah for far
less iniquties?
Michael M. Smith

sent from the Department of Security to
the Housing Office. Although this report
keeps housing informed of campus problems, it does little for the students. He
also stated that publicity of such incidents
incites hysteria among the student body.
We disagree completely. Rumors, not
the facts, cause panic and result in exaggerated stories. We feel that it is imperative that the administration do more
to inform the students. Ignorance is not
bliss. In fact, it can be frightening and
dangerous.
E. Hope Whipple
Senator, Young Hall
L. Margaret Hughes
Vice-President, Young Hall Dorm Council

Totalitarian
censorship decried
I resent the totalitarian attitudes of
those who seek to censor The Buzzard and
their ridiculous request that The Tiger
apologize for the contents of The Buzzard.
It seems that The Buzzard's would-be censors still retain the narrow-minded definitions of right and wrong they learned as
children. This is because the religious control to which they have become accustomed prevents them from maturing morally
or intellectually. They have lost what ability they had to make choices because it is
easier for them to spout a Bible verse when
confronted with something which
challenges their narrow view of life than it
is to weigh the pros and cons logically. I
think these Bob Jones types Would be more
at home in Iran with the other religious
fanatics.
To those students seeking to censor The
Buzzard because of references to the
human anatomy and to bodily functions, I
suggest a look inward. As musician Frank
Zappa said, "What's the ugliest part of
your body? Some say your nose, some say
your toes, but I think it's your mind."
If you don't want to read The Buzzard
because it offends you, don't. Just don't try
to stop it from being printed or me from
reading it because then you're infringing
on my right to freedom of the press, and if
I want my rights infringed upon, I will
pack up and move to the Soviet Union.
Russ Carroll

Showering is not
a spectator sport
We would like to comment on an incident
that happened this past week in Young
Hall. An unescorted male came into the
dorm and was caught watching one of the
girls take a shower.
The following evening we had a dorm
meeting with Apple Richardson, west
campus area coordinator, to discuss this
incident (the second such incident in our
dorm within a month!). Many auestions
arose concerning the safety of coeds,
security procedures, and communications.
However, no answers were given.
As a result of this meeting, we voted to
keep the back doors locked at all times to
prevent any other unwanted intruders
from entering. This is the last that was
heard about this incident. We have received no further report from the Security
Department as to what course of action is
being taken. This is where we believe the
real problem lies—in the lack of communication or feedback to the students of
Clemson University. No student knows
how many rapes are committed each year,
when incidents of harassment and/or vandalism occur, or what is being done to
resolve these problems.
Mr. Richardson informed Young Hall
residents that a daily incident report is

Administrative
buck passing
Last week the girls of Young Hall were
treated to a shower peeping episode in
which a male gained entrance to the dorm
and proceeded to watch a girl take her
shower. The police were called but, by the
time they arrived, he had disappeared.
This was the second reported incident in
Young Hall this semester. Naturally, fears
over normal dorm security measures
arose, and Apple Richardson from Housing came over the next night to talk to the
girls and answer questions they may have
had concerning security in the dorm.
Our suggestions were not unreasonable.
We asked for better lighting in the
bathrooms and better publicity concerning
incidents like the shower peeping incident,
to name a few. Mr. Richardson's standard
replies to the suggestions consisted of "I
can't promise I'll do anything about it"
and "I'll pass it on." Needless to say, Mr..
Richardson did not instill in us any feeling
of confidence in the Housing Office or
Security Department.
Never having been peeped at in the
shower or followed by strange males, Mr.
Richardson seems to fail to appreciate our
feelings concerning these problems. We
pay for the privilege of living in the dorm,
and it becomes our second home. As such,
we expect to feel secure and not be afraid
to do things like take showers. It's a shame
when one cannot feel safe in one's own
home.
If the Housing Office, as it's presently
set up, cannot give higher quality service,
certain changes need to be made. We suggest the performance of Housing be improved immediately. We have the right to
feel secure, and we don't feel it's
unreasonable to expect the Housing Office
and the Security Department to provide us
with this feeling of safety.
Vickie Sinnek
Dorm Council President

Imperfections
Inaccurate information was supplied
to The Tiger concerning WSBF's alleged format change. The station's format
has not permanently changed to top-40.
Also in last week's Tiger, the tennis
photo on page 13 should have been
credited to Ann Witherspoon.
In the story headlined "Administrative reorganization continues," Darrell Hickman was incorrently identified as former vicepresident for business and finance.
Hickman is a former assistant vicepresident of that department.
The Tiger regrets these errors.
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Student Senate
recognized and funded as a varsity sport."
The committee stated that the Athletic
Department could not justify the cost of
traveling to other NCAA programs. "A lot
of non-revenue sports are being dropped
by other schools," Jeff Anderson, former
Senate president, stated. The resolution
was tabled for two weeks to allow
representatives of the Athletic Department and Lacrosse Club to explain the
situation.
Student members of the University Traffic and Grounds Committee reported that
a resolution was passed to require bicycles
to be walked on sidewalks. According to
Michelle Hopkins, a committee member,
bicycles would be "treated like a motor
vehicle" and only be ridden on the road. It
was noted that several accidents have
recently occurred Involving bicycles and
pedestrians on sidewalks. The resolution
prohibiting bicycles from being ridden on
sidewalks brings the University regulation
into agreement with South Carolina law.

Summer jobs
The Clemson Recreation Department is
now taking applications for summer
employment. Applications are available at
the Clemson Park and must be returned no
later than April 25.
The department is looking for four
playground directors, two pre-school
directors, three people for the
maintenance crew, softball umpires, two
lifeguards, and a bus driver, among
others.
Further information may be obtained
from Stephen Figueroa at the Clemson
Park (654-2606).

(continued from page 1)

Student g:ov<jrnmen t budget pr<spc)sal
ORGANIZATIONS

FINANCE
REQUEST
COMMITTEE
THIS YEAR RECOMMENDS

1. Accounting Club
2. Aero Club
3. Agricultural Econ. Club
4. Agronomy Club
5. Alpha Epsilon Delta
6. Alpha Phi Omega
7. Alpha Tau Alpha
8. Amateur Radio Club
9. American Assoc. Of Textile Chem&Clorist
10. American Ceramic Society
11. American Chemical Society
12. American Dairy Science Association
13. American Institute of Architects
14. American Institute of Chemical Engrs.
15. American Society of Agricultural Engs.
16. American Society of Civil Engineers
17. American Society of Mechanical Engs.
18. American Soc. of Personnel Administrators
19. Arnold Air Society
20. Associated General Contractors
21. Association for Computing Machinery
22. Biochemistry Club
23. Block and Bridle Club
24. Botany Club
25. Bowling Club
26. Calhoun Forensic Society
27. Calhoun Literary Society
28. Central Spirit
29. Cheerleaders
30. Chi Epsilon
31. Cinema Society
32. Clemson Dancers
33. Clemson Food Science
34. Clemson Football Club
35. Clemson Players
36. Clemson Rangers
37. Clemson Rod & Gun Club
38. Collegiate Civitan
39. Cooperative Education Club
40. Delta Sigma Nu
41. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
42. Dixie Skydivers
43. EMTClub
44. English Club
45. Entomology Club
46. Finance Club
47. Flying Tiger Angel Flight
48. Forensic Union
49. Forest Products Research Society
50. Forestry Club
51. FrenchClub

$1,954
$5,111
$1,525
$7,233
$1,296.60
$4,413.95
$356
$2,315
$3,530
$1,155
$1,769
$5,640
$6,368
$2,775.50
$2,737
$1,265
$3,440
$948
$2,205
$5,093.80
$814
$1,790
$7,455
$4,020
$5,492.20
$550
$2,900
$2,703
$11,404.50
$964
$1,640
$1,317.50
$1,520
$2,718.45
$10,690
$2,583.61
$875
$1,090
$1,230
$1,075
$430
$7,108
$2,271.27
$450
$2,430
$1,754
$1,750
$9,310
$1,588
$2,920
$975

$842
$700
$447
$1,210
$639
$1,180
$212
$1,187 ',
$1,637
$570
$1,120
$1,902
$1,980
$1,760
$1,050
$632
$1,204
$512
$642
$1,235
$502
$680
$1,990
$812
$2,970
$412
$2,550
$1,135
$7,978
$608
$767
$1,249
$417
$1,532
$8,182
$1,036
$602
$1,082
$802
$417
$370
$2,820
$802
$302
$442
$717
$912
$6,997
$572
$742
$467

52. FrisbeeClub
53. Gamma Sigma Sigma
54. Geology Club
55. German Club
56. Gymnastics Club
57. HorticultureClub
58. Hotline
59. Institute of Elec. & Electronic Eng.
60. Joint Engineering Council
61. LacrosseClub
62. Math Club
63. Medical Technology Club
64. Microbiology Club
65. Micro Computer Club
66. Model United Nations
67. Mortar Board
68. Mu Beta Psi
69. Outing Club
70. Pershing Rifles
71. Pershing Rifles (Company C 4)
72. Ohi Alpha Xi
73. Pi Mu Epsilon
74. Planning Students
75. Pre-Vet Club
76. Psychology Club
77. Radio Control Flyers
78. Recreations. Park Society
79. Rifle Club
' 80. Rugby Football Club
81. Russian Club
82. Sailing Club
83. Scabbard and Blade
84. Scuba Club
85. Ski Club
86. Soc. for Advancement of Ag. Education
87. Society for Advancement of Management
88. Society of Engineering Technology
89. Society of Physics Students
90. Society of Women Engineers
91.S.C.S.S.L.
92. Spanish Club
93. Speaker's Bureau
94. Sports Car Club
95. Student Art League
96. Student Government
97. Student League for Black Identity
98. Student Mechanization Club
99. Student Nurses Association
100. Water Ski Club
101. Wildlife Society
102. Zoology Club

$2,790
$533
$3,471
$1,200
$4,262
$1,255
$3,157.46
$1,615.45
$635
$4,668.25
$316
$875.60
$1,655
$1,070
$3,400
$655
$520
$1,675
$475
$2,795
$600
$25
$1,530
$1,720
$760
$300
$1,365
$4,477
$6,892
$660
$8,992
$200
$9,842.80
$1,610
$909.30
$665
$2,560
$2,180
$1,290
$1,830
$1,850
$17,370
$2,918.40
$2,701.90
$16,094
$3,861
$1,980
$2,430
$2,050
$1,439
$3,610
TOTAL $296,684.64

CENTRAL
SPIRIT
20 POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR NEXT TEAR
Interviews to be held Monday, April
14 and Tuesday, April 15, in Student
Government offices. Sign up by Friday,
April 11 in Student Government office.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
contact David Barnett
at 656-6538

$804
$525
$1,448
$572
$2,382
$1,107
$1,977
$852
$0
$2,326
$187
$677
$867
$732
$2,771
$412
$375
$580
$467
$892
$442
$20
$847
$972
$642
$177
$747
$1,782
$2,914
$442
$3,832
$192
$2,795
$855
$392
$314
$907
$662
$432
$1,485
$642
$11,292
$1,092
$1,754
$16,086
$1,532
$957
$1,008
$1,692
$862
$752
$150,000

I
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Open a new C&S Checking or
Regular Savings account for $25.00 or
more and you've become a Financial
Wizard. Just think how comfortable that
will be. And soon you'll be able to do
your banking any hour, any day at our
new automatic teller machine to be
located on the Clemson Campus. Make
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deposits, withdrawals, transfers, all kinds
of banking transactions. As a Financial
Wizard you can have ready access to
your money at over sixty 24-hour banking locations all across South Carolina.
So, when you have a midnight pizza on
your mind and no cash on hand - all you'll
need is your Financial Wizard card.
As a new and welcome C&S customer, you can slip into something else

comfortable too. This Financial Wizard
T-shirt - or -this pair of jogging shorts.
You are invited to take your choice free
when you open a new Checking or
Regular Savings account at C&S. When
you get one free - you can purchase the
other for $2.50 for a complete set. (While
supplies last, of course.) Being a Financial
Wizard is so easy and comfortable that a
lot of unlikely people are doing it every
day, all over South Carolina. What about
you?

FINANCIAL WIZARDS

BANKATC&S.

The Citizens and Southern National Bank of South Carolina
Member FDIC
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Seven sororities participate in
Dixie Day festivities
By William Pepper
News Editor
The 14th annual Dixie Day was held on
the old soccer field across from Fike
Recreation Center on Saturday, March 29.
The winner of the Dixie Day competitions
was the newly formed Kappa Delta
sorority. The festivities were sponsored by
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity as their annual service project.
Dixie Day is the culmination of yearlong inter-sorority competition. The six
sororities competed throughout the year in
basketball, softball, and football. Scholarship and Sorority Sing were also a part of
the competition. The overall winner of the
year-long competition was the Delta Delta
Delta sorority.
The Miss Magnolia pageant began the
Dixie Day activities. The pageant was held
on Thursday, March 27. Shawn Weatherly,
a member of Delta Delta Delta sorority,
was crowned Miss Magnolia. Margo Wood
of Chi Omega sorority was first runner-up.
Kelly Evans, also a member of Delta Delta
Delta; Ellen Hull, a Kappa Delta member;

and Carol Tucker, also a Chi Omega
representative, were second, third and and
fourth runner sup respectively.
The first activity on Saturday was the
Scavenger Hunt, which began in the morning. The hour-and-a-half activity found
each sorority frantically attempting to
find as many of the 46 items as possible.
Among the items was a live featherless
chicken, two live fish longer than six inches, and a picture of Ayatollah Khomeini
signed by Dean George Coakley.
Dixie Day games began early Saturday
afternoon. The afternoon competition included an egg toss, a three-legged race,
beer chugging, and Izzy Dizzy.
For most of the Dixie Day participants,
the primary activity of the event was having fun. Beer, the primary refreshment,
flowed freely. By the conclusion of the
day's activities, it was an arduous struggle
for many to return to their dormitories.
Dixie Day was officially concluded on
Saturday evening with the Dixie Day
Dance at the Clemson Armory. The
awards for the inter-sorority competition
were presented at the dance.

Parking procedures changed
Mike Brewington, recently appointed by
Oscar Lovelace as the new attorney
general, has announced a change in parking procedure.
The change in procedure involves parking in the area around the stadium. According to Brewington, students have in
the past been permitted to park on the

streets adjacent to the stadium (A and G
streets) even though the spaces were not
marked as legal parking areas.
"Parking on these streets will not be
allowed (any longer), and the automobiles
(parked) in this area will be towed,
ticketed, or both," Brewington stated.

The Filling Station

LYNN FOSTER, a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, participates In the beer
chugging competition at last weekend's Dixie Day. The day-long festivities featured
various intersorority competition. (Photo by Finley)
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"A BREATH-TAKING FILM! Executed with high-pitched passion, romance, and
dazzling energy ... brilliant performances. The bordello offers a banquet of
women: innocent and tough, sensual, mischievous ... with a Niagara of partyclad prostitutes Signaling the Start Of Work."

-Paul 0. Zimmerman. Newsweek

"A SOLIDLY PROFESSIONAL WORK. It is. passionate and stirring... with
enough power and style to make it memorable. There is more here for the
voyeur ... the scenes inside the bordello ... explicit, four-letter dialogue, are
—A. H. Wetter, New York Times
vividly multidimensional."

Friday, April 4
8 p.m.

"A REMARKABLE, SUPERIOR
PICTURE. STARTLING. VERY
POWERFUL AND MOVING. It is
gripping, technically brilliant
commercial and universally
appealing ta ail. A wide canvas of
decadence and vulgarity. Rush to
see it"
—Rex Reed, New York Deify News

200 Hardin Hall

"DO ANYTHING TO SEE IT!"
—Vogue Magazine

"A VITAL, WONDERFUL AND
SHARPLY ORIGINAL MOVIE. It is
exuberant, tempestuous, hilarious
and powerfal."
—Bernard Drew, Gannett Newspapers

• •••

—Kathleen Carroll.
New York Daily News

Photography by
QlMiEPPe ROTUHHO
Music Composed by
NINO ROTA
PROOUCEO BY ROMANO CAROAREUI FOR
EURO INTERNATIONAL FILMS

view of a bordello. The women
debase or tantalize their
customers. Their ace is sexual
power and these women are the
film's life-giving force."

Season ticket:
$10

—Marforie Rosen. Ms. Magazine

"A MAGNIFICENT NEW MOVIE
ABOUT LOVE, HATE AND SEX. The
performances art overpowering.
Five camera eyes."

single admission:

A HERBERT R STEINMANNBILLY BAXTER PRESENTATION

$2.50

—Leonard Harris, CBS-TV

"A FASCINATING FILM! Rich in
character aid mood."
—Gene Sha/it NBC-TV

"MEMORABLE... GREAT! A fihn
with passion, force, superb camera
work and direction."

f

—Kevin Sanders, ABC-TV

Lovt IAN*W:

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY LINA WERTMULLER

1

"A BRILLIANT, DAZZLING GIANT
OF A FILM. A behind-the-scenes

TECHNICOLOtV

Starring: GIANCARLO GIANNINI (Winner-"Best Actor" Cannes Film Festival!
MAR I ANGEL A ME L ATO/EROS PAGNI/LIN A POLITO / PINA CEI/ELENA FlORE
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Packaging offers job opportunities
By Van Mattison
Managing Editor
The primary reason that most students
come to college is to get training for a
career. The relatively new minor curriculum of food packaging offers students
an opportunity to get trained for jobs in
America's third largest industry.
According to Syed Rizvi, assistant professor of food science, there is a large demand for students trained in the field of
packaging. He noted that it is an excellent
minor for students trying to find a
marketable career.
Rizvi cited statistics showing the large
demand for students trained in packaging,
as well as the high salaries that such trained individuals receive.
"Very few schools in the country have a
program in food packaging," stated Rizvi.
He said that Clemson got its program after
the packaging industry, through the
Packaging Education Foundation,
selected Clemson "as the school in the
Southeast for the program."
Students interested in the minor concentration which involves a 15-hour curriculum were urged by Rizvi to see him
about the program. He said, "Anyone
who's interested is most welcome to come
by or call me." He noted that the first
course in the minor is Food Science 202, Introduction to Packing, which will be taught
during the fall semester.

50

Good any
Tuesday through April
WHERE THE TIGERS
FILL UP

Earle Street 654-5660

Judge Keller's Store
has
Tennis shorts for s650
Clemson T-Shirts & Gym Shorts
Painter Pants & Jeans
Downtown
654-6446

WE PLACE
CLEMSON
ENGINEERS
A

«

OVERNIGHT
TRAIL RIDE
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Mechanical

Electrical

Chemical

Industrial

Ceramic

Civil

Textile

Metallurgical

Call Louis Bregger locally at 646-9342 after 6 p.m. or send
resume to Walt Loescher Beall Personnel, P.O. Box 4006,
Anderson, SC 29622 (tel. 1-226-8374 anytime). Companies
pay all interview and placement fees.
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Get extra prints
from your favorite negative
at this amazing low price.
FROM YOUR COLOR NEGATIVES ONI Y-SIZES126 • NO -135.
Minimum 0rd« 3 Prims Ftom Same Sizt N«gatrw.
STANDAND SIZE ONLY-NO ENLARGEMENTS

Coupon Valid Thru May 15th
WITH THIS COUPON
To be valid, coupon must accompany order.

$25 per person
INCLUDES:
meals, horse, tack, campfire
All horses are gentle, but riders must
have ridden at Foxwood Hills riding
Stables at least once.
Reservations must be made by

VALUABLE COUPON

MARCH 15 thnjAPWLM

He said that the program is appropriate been excellent according to Rizvi. He
for students majoring in food science, pointed out that industries have donated
chemistry, chemical engineering, in- around $30,000 worth of equipment to
dustrial management, engineering establish laboratory facilities for the protechnology, and industrial education. He gram. As well as donating equipment, the
added that students majoring in any industries are also part of an advisory
biological science and engineering could board for the packaging program.
easily use the program as training to work Cryovan, "Sonoco," Winn Dixie, and
Laurens Glass Co. are the state firms with
in the packaging industry..
Rizvi said that a common question about representatives on that board.
the program involves why it is part of the
Rizvi indicated that all of these comschool of food science. The reason for this, panies, as well as others in the industry,
said Rizvi, is that "more than 50 percent of are very interested in the program. He
the total packing industry revolves around said that several companies are literally
the food industry."
waiting to hire the program's first
The present goal of Rizvi for the packag- graduate with a master's degree.
ing program is to get a graduate degree
program established. A planning board of
university professors has been set up to
work on a curriculum for the degree. According to Rizvi, about the only problem
left is finding two additional faculty,
members for the program.
Industry support for the program has
April 26-27
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Call 647-5455

OUR CONTACT LENS CENTER FEATURES
THE SOFT CONTACT LENS
STANDARD $AUSCHEfLOVB

30S0FT
SO COMFORTABLE
UP TO 18 HOURS WEARING PER DAY
YOU JUST DOM'T WANT TO TAKE
THEMOUT
YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW THEY'RE
ON YOUR EYES
THE COST IS NOT T0OHK3H

JUST $195°° COMPLETE
EXAMINATION. LENSES<CARE KIT b SERVICE AGREEMENT

INSTANT FITTING USUALLY
REFUND POLICY
THE COST OF CONTACT LENS SERVICE
OVER THE PREDICTABLE FUTURE IS COM
PARABLE TO EYEGLASSES WITH OUR
PREPAID CONTACT LENS PLAN.
OUR STAFF WILL BE GLAD TOEXPLA1N
THIS PLAN AND OFFER YQU OUR FEE
SCHEDULE.
WE OFFER AT NO FEE, A DEMONSTRATION OF TROD COMFORT AND YOUR
ABILITY TO UVE WITH ITS COST OF EASY
AFFORDABILITY.
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED ENOUGH TO
WANT TO TAKE THEMHOME,
-PLEASE BRING YOUR FEE
YOU'RE GOING TO LOVE THEM.
FOR APPOINTMENTS CALL: SENECA 882 3338
WALHALLA
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Service sorority to sponsor
March of Dimes Walk-a-thon
By William Pepper
News Editor
Gamma Sigma Sigma service sorority is
sponsoring a walk-a-thon for the March of
Dimes on April 12. The 15-mile/25
kilometer Super-walk will begin at Death
Valley.
Registration for the event will be at 8
a.m. Pledge forms can be obtained at Lynch's Drugstore, at Mell Hall or from any
sorority member.
Discount coupons from local restaurants
will be given to all participants, and a bicycle and a cooler will also be given away.

Special prizes to be awarded include
trophies for individual finishers with the
most pledges and a discount trip to
Carowinds for the youth group, church or
school with the most pledges.
The deadline for turning in all money
pledged has been set as May 1. Money is to
be submitted to the First National Bank of
Clemson.
The event is also sponsored by
Carowinds, Hardees, Lynch's Drugstore,
the First National Bank of Clemson, the
Tigertown Tavern, Wendy's, WAIM,
WCCP, and The Tiger.

Class pays visit to hospital
Approximately 40 students visited the
Shriners' Hospital in Greenville last Friday. Among the students were Billy Lott,
Lester Brown, Zack Mills and several
basketball players.
The children at the hospital were given a
chance to talk with the athletes, meet the
Tiger, and receive an autographed football
signed by the entire team.
In addition to the athletes,, several
fraternities sent representatives to the
hospital. The organizations participating
were Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa
Alpha Theta, and Pi Beta Phi sororities

HAPPY EASTER!

and Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau Omega, Beta
Theta Phi, and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternities.
.
The trip originated as the idea of a public
relations class who wanted to start a tradi;
tion of year-round visits to the Shriners'
Hospital by various campus organizations.
The group is planning to set up guidelines
for future visits to the Hospital.
"It started off as 'our' project to bring a
little bit of Clemson to the kids at Shriner's
and we want to make sure that Clemson
will continue to keep in touch with them all
year long in the future," Joanne Provost, a
member of the class, stated.

PRESEASON SPECIALS

from

Great deals on all Whitewater gear
Come in and see our
complete line of
camping and hiking accessories

THE MARY STOKES SHOP
University Square Mall
Clemson, S.C.

Happy Easter from
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
9:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Friday

«*^v«

Appalachian
Trail Outfitters, Inc.

» **.*.

mqapptB

Spring colors, linen look, khaki, pastel, Hawaiian print, and plaid skirts

Famous Name Brand

New Spring Pants

Swimwear*8»°- 17«°
Valued to $40.00

r^m $099 * $4 499
From *0*V - ° I *}"*

S

123 BY-PASS

For you last-minute Easter shopping we have new dresses and spring suits

CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631

(803) 654-1737

SPRING SALE

New Spring Merchandise Arriving Daily
320 EAST MAIN ST.
Walhalla

<&

TIGER DEN
123 BYPASS, CLEMSON
3 Kegs worth of free draft for the Ladies
Thursday, 1:00p.m. - 6:00p.m.
-s

every

^

SIGMA,
ARIA,
AND MORE

MARTIN,
YAMAHA,
TAKAMINE

First Pitcher of Bud $2.00
Second Pitcher $1.00
MONDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
Happy Hour on Friday from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m., Busch 50*
\

Beach Night on Wednesday featuring
Chunkey the Beach Man
Mon.-Wed.
7:00p.m.-9:QQp.m.

Bud, Natural Light, Five plays on
and Busch only 50* tne Jukebox
'

only 25'

BUY GRADUATION GIFTS NOW
AT REDUCED PRICES
from

Barnett Music Center
Downtown Clemson

654-4627
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There's one moment for every man when he's
reaching inside himself for the best he's got. The
best there is.
He sees the gusto and he goes for it.
A t Schlitz we brew a beer for that man. Because
the moment he tastes the gusto he knows there'll
never be a better beer than Schlitz. Never.

Go for iti
f

01980 Jos Schlitz Brewing Co. Milwaukee, Wis.
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features
First-hand account given
of subterranean wonder

Mortimer Mudde is shown on his way out of Clemson's underground maintenance tunnels. Mudde was heard to say that his buns were about to brown from the heat.

By Mortimer Mudde
Staff Writer
After last week's article on Tillman's
tower, three students decided to explore it
on their own and were caught by the campus peace officers. Tsk, tsk. I hate to feel
responsible for that happening, so I won't.
This week, I took my picnic to the
underground tunnels of Clemson. Unlike
the Tillman tower, this was not my first
trip to "underground Clemson." My first
exposure was about two or three years ago
when the Chronicle had just come out with
an article telling about one of their staff
exploring them.
Two of my friends and I went out looking
for the entrance one night. The best thing
we found while I was with them was a
plywood door in front of the P-Plant that
led into a tunnel running underneath the
shoeboxes. Unfortunately, they didn't lead
into the women's showers as we had
hoped. It ran straight for one or two hundred yards and stopped. Not very interesting.
We returned to a stairwell near the doorway and descended into the basement of
the P-plant. When we realized where we
were, we left really fast. The plywood door
which we had forced open was replaced by
a new concrete wall and a two-inch-thick
steel door within a week.
After about two more hours of looking
under every kind of manhole cover known,
I gave up while my friends continued looking. The next day they told me they had
found an entrance. We returned the next
night. Sure enough, they had not lied.
We lifted a grate and descended a ladder about 15 feet to the floor. Using our

flashlights, we found a light switch and lit
the entire place. The line of lights run
down the tunnel for about fifty yards
where one can turn on the next line of
lights and turn off those behind you.
Hot water pipes run along the walls. I'm
not sure if the pipes heat the tunnel or the
tunnel heats the pipes. Its hotter down
there than any water that ever came out of
a Johnstone shower. If you go into the tunnels with half baked plans to explore them,
they'll be fully baked when you come out.
Running along the right wall as you face
Shiletter are high-voltage electrical lines.
The signs say they carry 4000 volts, but I
didn't test them.
The tunnel itself is made of corrugated
steel pipe which, I guess, is about 12 feet in
diameter. It has a walkway poured of concrete down its center, which makes the
ceiling maybe seven feet at its maximum
height.
Variety is not a strong point of the tunnels. This deficiency is made up for in
length. They run from just in front of the
architecture building toward east campus.
They take a 90-degree turn up the road
beside Shiletter and another turn up the
middle of the circle in front of the high
rises. They end at the end of the circle.
All along the tunnel's length, short access tunnels branch off and end
underneath various buildings. One ends
underneath the library, another
underneath McAdams and another
underneath Strode. There are others
with destinations I am not sure of.
So ends another tale. All I can say is
don't get arrested.

A weekend of fun offered by Outdoor Ventures
By Tommy Smith
Tiger Staff Writer
Making people aware of their environment and the recreational possibilities existing there is a task not to be overlooked.
Today it is especially true with the evervanishing potential for outdoor recreation
suffering at the expense of progress.
The weekend of April 25-27, the department of recreation and park administration here at Clemson University will be
sponsoring a program called "Outdoor
1
Ventures."
The program is first in a series of expected annual events, and is open to all.
Families are especially encouraged to
take part. The event will be held at the
Clemson Outdoor Laboratory located on
the shores of Lake Hartwell. Most of the
activities will be provided at this site along
with meals and lodging.
For those not willing to rough it, Becky
DeWitt, one of the program directors says,
"You don't have to be a dedicated sleepon-the-ground person." A bunk in one of
the cabins will cost $6 a night, and linen
may be rented for $5. Although housing on
location will be provided, it is not mandatory. Any of the area camp grounds or
hotels will be available. You can attend the
classes and events from any location as
long as you pay a required program fee of
$10.
Some of the classes provided include:
sailing, canoeing, archery, beekeeping,
geology, nature cross stitch, woodcarving,
primitive cooking, wildlife painting,
backpacking and outdoor photography.
Some equipment will be provided for those
necessary courses. Articles you might
want to bring are cameras, knives (for

woodcarving), notebooks and pencils. Be
sure to bring a sleeping bag if you plan to
rough it.
Aside from classes, there are enough activities to provide recreation. If you are
unafraid of the challenge a Whitewater rafting trip can provide, a float down the
Chattooga River for a full day will be coor-

dinated by Wildwater Ltd. There is an extra charge of $29 for this trip, however.
Also planned are biking trips (some bikes
are provided, but bring your own if possible), a square dance, nature observations,
and a visit to the historical plantation
home Ashtabula in Pendleton.
For those interested, it is emphasized

that this will not be a formal camp type atmosphere. Charles White and Becky
DeWitt, both program directors, have
designed the program so it will fit anyone's
interests and allow for great flexibility.
For further information, contact the
department of recreation and park administration here at Clemson.

Aero Club stresses safety in flight
By David Fleck
Tiger Staff Writer
Skill, coordination, and safety are the
bases for the Clemson Aero Club, and
organization which not only teaches people
to fly, but does so at a high degree of proficiency.
Already, the club and its newly organized flight team, the "Flying Tigers," have
demonstrated their skill and have performed far above anyone's expectations
by placing high in last fall's regional competitions.
According to Paul Hansen, president of
the organization, and Dr. Don Turk, club
advsier, the group operates its own craft, a
two-seated Cessna 150 which is kept running by the: approximately $40 semester
dues each member pays. There is also a
plane rental fee of $19 an hour to help out
on fuel costs.
Safety is a big concern of the club, and
there has been no accident during any club
function for over 10 years. This is an important fact since hundreds of aircraft
wreck each year in this nation alone. Each
of the 25, or so, active members are tra' ed in safety conscientiousness, and many
have made the trip down to the busy Atlan-

ta Control Center as well as to the Delta
Maintenance Center at Atlanta International Airport The club is concerned with
the rising costs of plane fuel and hopes- to
purchase a glider next year in an effort to
hold down costs and conserve energy.
Many also feel that a soaring program at
the university would be greatly beneficial
in training the young pilots in skillful
maneuvers.
However, as far as learning goes, flight
instructor Heyward Douglas has done an
excellent job in the past several years at
coaching the flight team on to victory.
Organized in only a few weeks last fall, the
Tigers won third place at the regional
meet sponsored by the National Intercollegiate flying Association at Auburn. As
a new team, they were competing against
nine other schools which contained professional flying curriculumn.
Janet Herdman, a pilot with only 17
hours under her belt, showed outstanding
ability when she competed against others
who had hundreds of hours of experience
and came out in first place in her heat. The
other members also scored high enough to
get the team invited to the national meet at
F«u-go, North Dakota, May 15, where over

40 schools from around the country will be
competing.
The next event planned by the Aero Club
will be a competition meet against the
University of South Carolina at the
Clemson-Oconee Airport in two weeks. As
well as flying and maneuvering events,
there will also be a safety seminar and
safety-oriented programs.
What is the purpose of all this? Team
captain Paul Hansen says it is to win back
the coveted state trophy that has been
traded back and fourth between the two
schools almost since the inception of the
club back in 1928. This is a 50-year rivalry,
which he thinks deserves support from the
student body.
The club has meetings every tirst ana
third Monday of every month in room 104
of Sirrine Hall at 8 p.m. Membership is
open to anyone who is a student or faculty
member at Clemson. Any member can
help someone who is interested, the interested party may just contact the Union
for more information. If you can't fly,
don't worry. In the words of Dr. Turk, "We
teach you to fly." From the record of the
club, it is evident that a lot more is taught.
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With Maxell
assettes.
apes ahoy, Music mates!
Your cassefe decks will
have smooth sailing with
top cjuaiity Maxell UD-90
blank cassettes. Buy four
cassettes for only $14.99
and get a FREE Musicmate
modular tape organizer.
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Andew^Mall,
Anderson, S.C.

Our complete refund and exchange policy
■1 means we 're not satisfied until you are.
350032030
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arts / entertainment

'Being There' blends comedy and fabulous acting
By Keith Mattison
Entertainment Editor
Peter Sellers' new movie "Being There"
combines excellent acting with good
characterization, a complicated plot, and
some beautiful scenery from the Biltmore
House in Asheville, N. C. It is a wonderful
movie with subtle humor and a pleasant
atmosphere that leaves the audience with
. a feeling of euphoria.

Film Clips
Sellers is best known for his portrayal of
Inspector Clouseau in the series of "Pink
Panther" movies. "Being There" has very
little of the slapstick or mispronounciation.
that made Clouseau famous. The only
similarity between Clouseau and Chance,
the character Seller's plays, is the ability
to keep a straight face in spite of what is
happening around them.
The main character in "Being There,"
Chance the Gardener, is a middle-aged
man who has spent his whole life in one
house working in the garden and watching
television. He is illiterate, innocent, ignorant, and stupid. The movie does not tell
why Chance is stupid or why he has been
isolated, but this makes the character
more believable.
Chance has been supported all his life by
an "old man" and has been cared and fed
by a maid. He dresses in very nice, old
clothes which give him a look of wealth
and wisdom. The movie begins with the

"old man's" death which forces Chance
out into the world alone. He wanders
through the ghettos of Washington, D.C.
facing frightening situations by trying to
change the channel with a TV remote control.
Chance is soon found and taken to the
home of a rich bed-ridden business man
and his wife. The couple mistakes
Chance's simplistic comments for
philosophical metaphors. Chance soon
becomes the national figure of wisdom and
truth. Throughout the movie Chance remains ignorant of his status and innocent
of the corruption around him.
The movie has a slow, easy pace and no
"big laughs." The humor, most of the
time, coincides with pity for Chance. Most
of the jokes are about Chance's reaction to
new ideas, but these jokes are never cruel,
as they easily could be. People mistaking
Chance's naivete for wisdom and depth
also provides much of the humor.
The acting in the movie is excellent,
which is the main reason the whole plot is
believable. Sellers goes through the movie
with a straight face, and part of the enjoyment is knowing that many takes were
ruined by his laughing. During the closing
credits several of the ruined takes are
shown. The supporting cast is also excellent at never letting the audience know
whether or not their character sees
Chance as a fool or a sage.
Biltmore house is used for the setting for
much of the movie. The house is supposed
to be near Washington. The scenery is
beautiful, even in winter when the movie
was filmed. Hoyt Harris from WLOS-TV
has a few lines in the movie..
"Being There" is pleasant because
Chance is such a pleasing person. Even

THE FAMOUS TRIPLE FIREPLACE at the Biltmore House and Gardens in
Asheville, North Carolina, is part of the set for Peter Sellers' latest comedy. The majesty
of the mansion is just one of the highlights in this wonderful movie.
though the audience knows that he is ignorant of what he says, his simplistic
views seem better than the absurdity of
Washington. A few avant-garde touches

near the end bring out the idea of the beauty of innocence. The movie brings out its
point with subtle perfection, just as it does
with its humor.

Five directions cinema presents acclaimed films
ByDonRima
Tiger Staff Writer
The Five Directions Cinema marked its
return to Clemson University this past Friday with the screening of "Cousin,
Cousine" and "Every Man for Himself and
God Against All."
The Five Directions, sponsored by five
faculty of the College of Liberal Arts,
premiered last fall with a series of recent
Wms by European directors. The four remaining films will be screened on four successive Friday nights, with two double
features and two single screenings planned.
Giancarlo Giannini, stars in Lina Wertmuller's "Love and Anacrtry" (April 4, 8
p.m.) In this 1974 film, he portrays Tunin,
a shy and awkward peasant who arrives in
Rome from the countryside in the early 30s
to kill Mussolini. But when Tunin falls in
love with a young prostitute, the conflict
between "Love and anarchy" sparks an
explosion that is felt far beyond the
bordello.
"Firemen's Ball" April 11, 7 p.m.) is one
of Milos Forman's first Czech films. The
1968 film chronicles how the firemen of a
small Czech village stage a ball in honor of
their aged chief. But the old man is quickly
forgotten as the affair gives way to a torrent of catastrophies. Foremost among the
evening's disasters is one of the funniest
and most demoralizing beauty contests
ever conceived.
Reminiscent of American "Film Noir"
of the 30s and 40s, Bo Widennerg's "Man
On the Roof" (April 11, 1 p.m.) is a
magnetizing account of Stockholm detec-

tive Martin Beck's pursuit of a mysterious
sniper who has declared war on the police.
Far from being a simple chase narrative,
the 1977 film explores the disintegrating
relationship between citizens and the laws
by which they are governed.
Marcel Ophuls' "The Sorrow and the Pity" (April 18, 8 p.m.) is a 260-minute epic,
a contribution to history, social
psychology, and anthropology. This film
recounts the life styles during the German
occupation of France during World War II.

The New York Critics' Best Foreign
Film of 1978, "Bread and Chocolate"
(April 25, 7 p.m.), is both a bittersweet
comedy and a caustic criticism of two national temperaments. It features an
Italian worker in Switzerland attempting
to earn a meager living. The hero sinks
lower into the economic and social depths
and he becomes a sort of comic, eternally
rejected, yet eternally hopeful.
"Putney Swope" (April 25,9 p.m.) is the
outrageous and riotous outburst from

underground film-maker Robert Downey.
Putney Swope, mild-mannered token
black in his advertising firm, is accidentally elected chairman of the board. Swope
thereupon transforms the agency into
Truth and Soul, Inc., and proceeds on an
unparalleled advertising career.
Tickets are available from the Five
Directions Cinema in the English department (656-3151) and can be obtained on a
pro rated basis. The screenings are in the
Hardin Hall auditorium.

Pendleton holds festival this weekend
By Vickie Cartee
Tiger Staff Writer
Easter egg hunts, special music presentations, arts and crafts exhibits, fun runs,
and tours highlight Pendleton's Third Annual Spring Jubilee this weekend, April 5
and 6.
Arts and Crafts exhibits will be set up on
the historic village green. One artist offering a unique skill is spinner Freida Bregger. For two cents a foot, she will weave
hair. This may be your chance to look like
Bb( 10) Derek.
The three fun runs include a 1.6, 3.2, and
6.2 mile course. Prizes will be furnished
for the winners. Medals, merchandise
prizes and plaques will be awarded to the
top finalist in several categories. T-shirts
are guaranteed to pre-registered par-

ticipants. The starting line on Saturday
forms at 9 a.m. at Pendleton High School.
Co-sponsored by Carolina National Bank,
Pendleton Historical and Recreation Commission, and the Pendleton Exchange
Club, the races are sanctioned by the South
Carolina Road Racing Federation.
An organ recital, featuring an 1847 handpumped George Jardin organ, will be held
from 2 to 4 p.m. Sunday at St. Paul's
Episcopal Church. Henry von Hasseln,
Anita Bridges and Frank Breazeale will be
performing. Dean Harlan McClure, of the
College of Architecture, will serve as
moderator. Music of the period and a
discussion on the history of the 1820 church
and organ will be presented.
The Pendleton District Agricultural
Museum, located on U.S. 76 across from
Tri-County Tec, will be opened from 10
a.m.-6 p.m. on Saturday and 1-6 p.m. on

Sunday. The museum features a special
post card exhibit. The post cards, compiled by the South Carolina Museum Commission, depict early scenes throughout
South Carolina. Many were printed during
the early part of the century and many are
hand-colored. A 1903 International
Harvester corn shredder, an early hay
baler and a 1878 lithograph of jersey cattle
are also on display. Admission is $1 for
adults and 50* for college students. High
school age and under are admitted free.
Headquarters for the History and
Recreation Commission is Hunter's store,
featuring tourism literature, tape tours
and a special photo exhibit.
The Easter bonnet contest and egg hunt
will be held Sunday. The Easter parade
will be held on the village green where the
award for most beautiful, most unusual
and funniest hat will be awarded.
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Wanted:

Brown Bag
Special

ART
SALE

Experienced sound and
light operators for

Presents

SALE OF ORIGINAL DISNEY
AND WA.RNER BROS. ARTWORK

Student Tech Crew

April 3&4
Apply at Union Info Desk

Sailing-Do It Right
and
Three Little Woodpeckers
Wednesday, April 9,12-1 p.m.

10AM TO 6PM

in Edgar's

Palmetto Room

Human
Checkers

Bengal Ball

Presents
YOUR UNION NITE CLUB

Tickets and T-Shirts s3.50

Bobby, Bud and
Tasco

April 10,1p.m.
Union Plaza Courtyard

On Sale from 11-1, 4-7
UNION TICKET BOOTH

featuring Bobby Daye, 40* Tacos,
Budweiser T-Shirt giveaways and

HAPPY HOUR BUD PRICES
Thursday, April 10,8p.m.

To Sign Up Your
13 Member Team Stop
by the Union Info Desk

Coming April 21,
HOT DOGS, CHILI and BASEBALL

The Gutter

Presents
YOUR UNION NITE CLUB

Presents

"Windjammer 5J

(,(.

Southern
Select

99

SHUTTLE SERVICE
CONTINUOUSLY
From 11a.m. til 7p.m.
with pickups
at Schilletter and
the Dillard Building
Edgars:

"Windjammer.."
9p.m., 50'

Gutter:

"Southern Select," April 9
6 10, 8p.m., 50*

YTheatre:

Who's Killing the- Great
Chefs of Europe? thru April
5, 7& 9p.m., $1.00
The Great Train Robbery,
April 7-9, 7 & 9p.m., $1.00
Lost and Found, April 10-12,
7 & 9p.m., $1.00
Jesus Christ Superstar,
April 6, 8p.m.

Free Flick:
Video:

April 4,

A local group

9p.m., 50*

April 9 & 10, 8p.m., 50*

"Requst
April 6

April

Library,"

4,

thru

"Janice Ian," April 7-14
Gallery:

Photo Display thru April 6
Architecture Display, April
7-13
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gamma Sigma Sigma Is sponsoring a walk-athon on April 12 for the March of Dimes. You can
pick up forms from Lynch's Drugstore, Mell Hall
or any Gamma Sigma Sigma member. There
will be competition between groups and prizes
will be given

Help Wanted: Special Olympics, Thursday,
April 10, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We need volunteers to
help! If Interested, call Barbara 656of72.

SIGMA CHI CAR WASH—Sigma Chi. Wednes
day, April 9, classes are cancelled. Come and get
your car washed at Shotgun Alley from 1 p.m.
until 6 p.m.

The Zoology Club will have a meeting Tuesday, April 8, in room 316 Long Hall. Elections of
officers and discussion of the Keys trip will take
place.

There will be a Block & Bridle meeting Tuesday, April 8. We will elect officers for next year.
All new Block & Bridle members must go to the
Bull test station any time Thursday, April 10, or
Friday morning, April 1), to get B's signed and
help with the Simmental Sale. An Initiation banquet Is to be held for new members Friday night,
April 11. See Ralph Williamson for information.
The Housing Department has received more requests for dorm space for next year than anticipated. Students desiring prefab housing can
change their request so that fewer freshmen than
planned will be assigned there.

Can Christianity be scientific? Find out! Come
to the Christian Science Organization meeting In
the YMCA chapel at 8:30 p.m. on Thursday
night. All are welcome-

There will be a meeting of the Pre-Vet Club on
Monday, April 7, at 7 p.m. In A-101 P & A.

The Clemson Sport Car Club will hold a
meeting Monday, April 7, at 8 p.m. in 320 Long
Hall. A videotape of the Chimney Rock Hill
Climb will be shown.
The second annual Dairy Science Fitting and
Showing Contest will be held, rain or shine, on
Thursday, April 17, at 4 p.m. at the Lamaster
Dalry Center. The contest is open to any interested student and admission is free. In addl. t ion, an Invitational Milking Contest will be held,
along with a Milk Chugging Contest. Both are
open to all comers. For more Information, call
M. A. Barens or Dave Schumacker at 3221.

CLASSIFIEDS
Are you graduating In August? Moving to
Atlanta and need a roommate? Call 654-4173
after 6 p.m.
Two Bedroom Apartment for rent—summer
only. I Va miles from campus, $165.00.654-7998.

Quality Typing: Professional typist will type
term papers, theses, dissertations. $1 per doublespaced page. Call 654-7751 evenings and
weekends.

Roommate wanted (male) for both summer
sessions. Apartment behind mini-mall. 654-4178.

Are you in crisis because of an out-of- wed lock
pregnancy? Are you facing it alone? Experiencing family difficulties? Needing medical care?
Write the Florence Crittenton Home, 19 St.
Margaret Street, Charleston, S.C.; or call 7227526. A residence for South Carolina unwed
mothers supported by your tax and United Way
dollars.
"Spend an intimate weekend around the
fireside in secluded mountain hideaways. $25 for
2, $30 for 4 nightly. Only 3 hours drive to Mountain Brook Cottages, Rt. 2, Box 301, Sylva, N.C.
28779.

For Rent - 2 bedroom apartment. A/C. For
summer or permanently. V/s miles from campus. $175+ .654-7763.

WANTED: Riders or ride to Nashville, April 10
weekend. Call 656 8927.

Girls 10-Speed Bike, Yellow Azuki, Excellent
condition. S60 Call Lee at 656-6480.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Will the person who removed my zoo
text for Zoo. Ill, Thursday or Friday afternoon,
before the snow. In Long, room 216; Please
return It. No questions. Call Bill 7509.
LOST: Brown cowboy hat in Lever Kail- If
found please return or call 8A4; 6617. A $10
reward is being offered.

Classified ad policy

Mr. Knickerbocker

All classifieds must be printed or typed and turned into
The Tiger office (ninth floor above the loggia) prior to 5
p.m. Tuesday during the week of publication.
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates are as follows:
lot per word with student ID. All others 20c per word.
Lost and Found notices and announcements from
university organizations advertising non-profit activities
are free.

SPRING TIME SALE

Sixty words is the maximum length for an ad. Ads of ten
words or less cost SI for students, $2 otherwise.
A word is a word is a word. (Or, any sequence of letters,
figures, characters, symbols, etc. with a space at either
end.) Some examples of words are: a, 757-2150, $1.98,
Jan., and, RS256NW, antidlsestablishmentarlanlsm.

3 for 1 sale
One rack of shirts

2 for 1 sale
One rack of tennis shorts
College Ave.

654-4202

FACTS
OPPORTUNITIES: Experience six
weeks of exciting, challenging,
Army life with students from
many other campuses across the
United States. There is NO
OBLIGATION after camp to continue
in ROTC. Upon completion, if
you so desire, you may enter
Advanced Army ROTC and earn a
commission along with $2500
during your last two years of
college.

LEMN WU1II TAKES
^3i

LOCATION: Ft. Knox, K Y, 35 miles
south of Louisville.
TIME: There are three summer
camp cycles. This allows you
to attend either session of
Clemson summer school or work
part of the summer and still
attend summer camp. The
camp cycles are 19 May - 26 June,
9 June -17 July, and 7 July 14 August.

PAYS OFF.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
Call or come by the Department of
Military Science located under
Harcombe Dining Hall next to
the University Post Office.
PHONE—656-3107/3108

or talk to one of these Clemson
students that attended Summer
Camp previously—
John Trescot — 656-7172
Mark Edwards — 654-6604

TRAINING: Rifle Marksmanship
Rifle Marksmanship
Map Reading/Land Navigation
Physical Training
Individual and Unit Tactics
Communications
First Aid
Leadership Techniques
PAY: Approximately $450 plus travel
and expenses.
ROOM AND BOARD: Lodging and meals
are provided.
SCHOLARSHIPS: Camp students may compete for two year full tuition
college scholarships.
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sports
McLellan moves soccer field
... You don't know what you've got til it's
gone.
They pa ved paradise,
And put up a parking lot.
- Joni Mitchell
_ Last week without warning, a transition
took place silently and quickly and with
ruthless accuracy. The transition is aimed
at a successful part of Clemson athletics
by the hierarchy in the great halls of
Jervey. Some observers claim that the
move will be beneficial. Others just laugh
when they hear the proposal.

MCL€LLM'S
RUG
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To put it in simple terms, the Clemson
soccer program received a great, big,
royal slap in the face.
The soccer field that is across the street
from Fike Recreation Center is history. In
the future it will be used as a parking lot on
home-football-game Saturdays. During the
rest of the week, the field will be used for
intramural competition. Some improvements will be made on the field to
make it more suitable. For example, new
lights will be added.
The new soccer field is located on Riggs
Field. This is where soccer at Clemson
began, and the circle is now complete. The
Tigers booters have been moved all over
campus by the Athletic Department, and
their traveling days may not be over yet.
However, on the new soccer field there
are two interesting twists. First, intramural play will still continue on Riggs
Field even though the soccer team will be
using it for home matches. Secondly, the
dirt spots that are caused by intramural
softball will be covered by squares of
Astroturf, thus giving Clemson a patchwork soccer field.
What was once called "the finest soccer
field in the South" is now reduced to a
parking lot / intramural field. It is doomed
to be the servant of the gold cards and
pocketbooks of IPTAY.
The controversy started last fall during
football season when soccer head coach I.
M. Ibrahim complained about cars being
parked on the soccer field on home game
Saturday. The Athletic Department complied with Irahim's request to not allow
parking on the field so the surface would
not be ruined. To eliminate the hassle next
fall, athletic director Bill McCellan silently and methodically moved the soccer field
so he could have his parking lot and his big
IPTAY members don't have to walk as far
to see the "Tygas" play on Saturday.
When the sport of football needs
something around the Clemson campus, it
usually gets it one way or another. Usually, a minor sport gets stepped on in the process. Football rules Clemson athletics. It is
the biggest sport, and it is the biggest
moneymaker. But, there is one thing the
football program at Clemson does not have
— the national tradition of the Clemson
soccer program.
• ■ »
When the football team was struggling to
win games a few years ago, the soccer
team was winning Atlantic Coast Conference titles and receiving national bids.
It has been eight years since another ACC
member besides Clemson won the conference soccer crown. The Tiger booters

have had two finishes in the top four in the will be done on the band practice field
country. The soccer team even lent one of because, "the band is as important as the
its outstanding players to the football team soccer team."
When asked if the field across from Fike
to kick field goals. Few "thank you's"
have been offered to Coach Ibrahim for the will be paved, McLellan answered that he
did not know where that rumor started, but
services of that particular soccer player.
that it was not true. The field will not be
While Hootie Ingram, Red Parker,
paved, and it will remain a grass surface
Charley Pell and Danny Ford all coached
for the intramurals to use.
football at Clemson, the soccer team has
"It is tough to handle dug-up areas, and
had only one head coach, and to say he has
they cause a big maintenance problem,"
been successful is a gross understatement.
McLellan said. He commented that a tenIbrahim has been a rock in a sea of advernis shoe will do more damage to grass than
sity. His record at Clemson is an imany other shoe worn during intramurals.
pressive 159 wins, 33 losses and nine ties
To solve this problem, McLellan has a
over a 13-year span. There are a few
coaches in the country that can show such brilliant idea. He is going to use Astroturf.
But, there are two problems with the use
a high winning percentage in any sport.
of the artificial grass. One, Ibrahim hates
Ibrahim is an asset to Clemson University
Astroturf and flatly states that "no one is
and to the Clemson Athletic Department.
skillful enough to play on that turf," and
Any attempt to hurt his program will only
two, only pieces of Astroturf will be used.
hurt the total program.
The field will look like the home of a moun"I was not consulted on the decision,"
tain folk festival with the many quilt-like
Ibrahim stated. "I was told that the move
patches on the field.
was going to take place."
"No one will be forbidden from the use of
This is typical of the decisions made in
Jervey Little, if any, communication the field," Ibrahim said, "and they will
valued, and only those with the money will probably resent being asked to move off of
the field when we have a game. I just want
be recognized.
McLellan said that the soccer field was the students to know I had nothing to do
moved for a lot of reasons. Three of those with the move, and I do not want to be
reasons were "better attendance, more blamed for it."
Ibrahim pointed out^hat Clemson was
protection, and an increased number of
parking spaces." Well, three out of three is once the leader in getting good facilities
for all sports and that other schools were
not bad. The attendance will probably inrapidly improving their own facilities.
crease and the protection from the wind
"Now that the others are catching up, we
will probably be better on Riggs Field. The
are heading in the opposite direction,"
parking will be better, but only for football
Ibrahim said.
games. Soccer fans'will still be parking in
Stands will be placed inside the track,
the same places that they always park —
wherever they can find a spot.
• and the scoreboard will be moved. The
field will be closer to the students, but
McLellan failed to mention that changIbrahim has some doubts.
ing admission at Riggs Field will be a dif"I can see some positive things, but
ficult task. McLellan continued to say that
after Riggs was completed, some work because of recruiting and student recrea-

tion opportunities, I am apprehensive,"
Ibrahim said.
"What am I suppose to do—bring a
recruit in here and show him a soccer field
with people running all over it? You know
what he will say to me? He will look at me
and say, 'I thought you said you had a soccer field,'" Ibrahim said.
"South Carolina has a soccer field, and it
serves one purpose. It is a soccer field,
nothing else," Ibrahim said.
"We will get more use out of the old
field," McLellan said, "because it will be
used for parking and intramurals."
i
Through this whole situation, one point
rings loud and clear. Just when Clemson
athletics seem to reach the big-time, some
decision like the soccer field move is made
by the Jervey heirarchy, therefore giving
the entire program a black eye and a red
face. This decision can go in the books as
another one of McLellan's follies.
Nothing is going to change the soccer
field back. The decision has been made,
and McLellan is not going to change his
mind.
Paradise has been paved over—the
Clemson soccer program—for the purpose
of putting up a parking lot. There are
many schools that would love to have a nationally recognized soccer program, but i
apparently no one except Ibrahim, the
players, and their diehard fans believe in
their program. The Athletic Department
treats the entire soccer program like an illegitimate child, and football is the
favorite spoiled child.
"What I think is important is not what
somebody else thinks is important,"
Ibrahim said.
It is about time the soccer program
received some respect from the hierachy
in Jervey, but in this matter some respect
was taken away.
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Tigers host UNC and State this weekend
By Cobb Oxford
Sports Editor
Clemson used a three-run first inning
and strong pitching by Bobby Kenyon and
Len Bradley to beat Howard, 4-2 Tuesday
and claim a sweep of the two-game series
with the Bisons.
On Monday, the Tigers unleashed offensively to pound the Bisons 12-1.
The Tiger record is now 18-9, and Clemson has won six straight games since their
spring trip to Florida.
Georgia Tech invaded the Clemson diamond Thursday afternoon to face the
Tigers in an Atlantic Coast Conference
battle.
■ In the Tuesday Clemson win, Howard
jumped out to a quick 1-0 lead on a two-out
home run by third baseman Jerry Davis
that cleared the 385 sign in left field.
1
The one-run Bison lead did not stand up
in the Clemson half of the first, as Clemson
rallied for three runs.
Third baseman Frank Russ walked to
open the inning. After Russ stole second,
center fielder Neil Simons added an RBI
single to tie the game. Second baseman
Tim Teufel, the leading hitter on the team,
chased Simons home with a double and
shortstop Robbie Allen concluded the
Tiger uprising with a RBI single to score
Teufel.
Howard cut the lead to 3-2 in the fifth
frame with two singles and a couple of
Clemson outfield errors.
The Tigers added their fourth run in the
sixth inning on a double by right fielder
Glenn Gallagher and a triple by left fielder
Billy Weems.
Kenyon allowed four hits through seven
and one third innings before he was lifted
in favor of right-hander Len Bradley.
Bradley came in with men on first and
second and the top of the Howard order
coming to the plate. He struck out the first
two batters that he faced to end the inning.
In the ninth, Bradley had little trouble as
he set the Bisons down in order to gain his
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third save of the season. Kenyon grabbed
the win. He is now 5-0 on the season for the
Tigers.
"Len has had his problems this year, but
we believe he is a quality pitcher and that
we can count on him the second half of the
season," Tiger head coach Bill Wilhelm
said.
"Len enjoys the relief work, and he has
two things you look for in a relief pitcher.
He is gusty, and he throws strikes,"
Wilhelm said.
"We had another game free of infield errors, and I don't think that we have had
one in the last six games. That's pretty exceptional considering we start five
freshmen." Wilhelm said.
TIGER TALES - Both games at Duke
were rained out last weekend and attempts
to reschedule the two game series have
failed. Duke offered to play Friday, but
Clemson declined because they have two
big home games this weekend. North
Carolina invades the Clemson diamond on
Saturday and North Carolina State will
test the Tigers on Sunday.
Mike Brown will go for the Tigers against
UNC while Bobby Kenyon will come back
Sunday to hurl against State.
Both games get underway at 2 p.m.
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CLEMSON THIRD BASEMAN FRANK RUSS is off and running against the Howard
Bisons in Tuesday action at the Tiger diamond. Russ stole second on the play and later
scored the first Tiger run. Clemson won the game 4-2 to sweep the two game series. North
Carolina and N C State are in town this weekend for two important ACC games. The action gets underway at 2 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. (Photo by Murray)

Immediate ticketing by Computer
for all National & International
airlines. Same price as Airline.
ALL CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED + UATP

AIRLINE TICKETS
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125
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NIKE
DAYS!

oUickinAon, illihell and Comar, ^jfne.
CUSTOMHOUSE BROKERS

•

FOREIGN FREIGHT FORWARDERS

U North Atlantic Wharf -:- P. O. Box 187
Charleston, S. C. 29402
Specializing in personal effects
and automobiles
FMG Lie. No. 1129

CHB Lie. No. 3840

Telephone (803) 723-9839

The Sloan Street Tap Room
We just received some Nike cosmetic blemish
shoes.
The Curt Canvas #1405 —
blemished— $Q95

regular $14.50,
*

#7300 All-Court — regular $19.50, blemished -$-| 395
Sale limited to shoes in stock.

SPORTING GOODS

123 By-Pass • Seneca^ S.C. • (803) 882-3391
Towne Plaze • Toccoa, Ga. • (404) 886-6916

featuring
free head ..on your beer * free popcorn until 8 p.m. nightly * free toilet paper *
free atmosphere...02, N2, CQ2, H20, etc. 'Free raffle ticket for graffiti board
with every pitcher (additional tickets 10c apiece)

The Tap Room Graffiti Board
... just what every family needs in its living room!
Drawing April 14. Must be present to win.
Exotic, Incomparable TAILGUNNER machine is here!

DRINK BEER
whenever you're not asleep.

_

*i
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Men's tennis team continues winning ways
By Bond Nickles
Tiger Staff Writer
The Clemson men's tennis team continued its winning ways over the past week
as it came up with victories over Northwestern—last year's Big Ten Conference
runner-up, Florida, Wake Forest, and
Howard.
Florida gave the Tigers their toughest
test of the week as the Gators took both the
number one and the number two singles
and the number 1 doubles. But depth proved to be the deciding factor in the 6-3
match, Clemson having gained the six remaining fights.
Against what Coach Chuck Kriese calls
"Wake's strongest team in four or five
years," the Tigers were very impressive,
taking all flights but the number six
singles to give Clemson the 8-1 victory.
Outstanding in the match was Mike Gandolfo, who won the number one singles and
teamed with Mark Buechler to take the
number one doubles. His.singles victory
was a satisfying milestone as he defeated
an old nemesis from his home state of
Florida, Armond Molino, whom he had
never beaten before.
The other two Tiger victories last week
include the wins over Northwestern, 9-0,
and Howard, 6-3.
Coach Kriese continues to have nothing

but praise for his team. "You're not going
to beat these guys unless you do something
extraordinary." He also insists that the
Tigers' success is due to their mental
toughness more than their physical
capabilities. "The key to our team is not
just our outstanding talent; it's the fact
that every guy on the team works so very
hard."
A couple of Tigers are making tremen-

dous contributions to the winning program
this year. Pender Murphy is currently
riding a school record—20 consecutive
singles victories. He has not lost since Feb.
13. At the same time, Jean Desdunes is
right behind with 18 consecutive singles
victories.
The Tigers have totally dominated the
conference matches they have played,
winning 9-0 in two matches and 8-1 in the

other two. Although Kriese says that the
team is confident in the conference matches, he knows that his players have to
work hard in order to avoid upset.
The Tigers have a couple of big matches
coming up. On April 12, the Gamecocks of
USC come to town to take on the Tigers in
what should prove to be a tremendous exhibition of tennis. USC will have just
returned from a trip to California.

Track team smashes Baptist
By Susan Glover
Staff Writer
Track coach Sam Colson is looking for
his best outdoor season yet. Colson said
that this year's team "should break every
school record that we have on the track."
The tiger tracksters have already begun to
do just that.
In the Florida State Invitationals held
March 22 at Tallahassee, three school
track records and one in the decathlon
were broken. Fred Worthy earned 6,828
points in the decathlon to win that event
and set the school record.
Also setting new Clemson records in that
meet were Jim Hoagie in the 5000-meter
run with a time of 14:25.8, Julius Ogaro in

The Carmichael Cup standings after the fall and winter seasons:
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the 10,000-meter run with a time of 29:26.2
and Desai Williams, Steve Davis, Eric
Rucker and Cornel Messam in the sprintmedley relay with a time of 3.22.8.
Last Saturday the Tigers beat Baptist
College handily 93-52 in a meet held here.
This was the Tigers first scored meet of
the outdoor season. Colson described Baptist as a "weak" opponent and because of
this ran what he termed a skeleton crew
against them. This allowed his team to
"just rest and make sure they stay
healthy." During this meet, however,
javelin thrower Van Weise, a junior,
qualified for the nationals. The nationals
will be held June 6-7 at the University of
Texas at Austin, with a hurl of 236.1 feet. :
Colson is looking forward to this Satur
day's contest with SetOn Hall. The meet

will be held at the Clemson Track beginning at 12:30 p.m. with running events
beginning at 1:15. The Tiger mentor said
he expects "a particularly good test in the
sprints and the middle distances." He
went on to say, "If the weather is nice,
there could be some awfully good times in
the sprints."
Looking intothe future, Colson sees the
Tigers, along with Maryland, Virginia and
NC State, top contenders for the ACC title.
The conference meet will be held April 1719 in Raleigh, North Carolina.
The Tiger mentor says his team is
"resting along the way and trying to stay
healthy". He expects "the best performance of the outdoor season" at that
meet.

University Squore - 302 Seneco Rd„ Clemson, S.C

MONDAY NIGHT

PIZZA BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT FOR

$325
5:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M. DINE IN ONLY

/burdough>
/•ondujiph emporium

CLEMSON'S TEXTILE
DEPARTMENT
A FOUNTAIN
HEAD OF WORLD
TEXTILE KNOWLEDGE
Consider these courses during
PREREGISTRATION
TEXT 122 INTRO TO TEXTILES TEXT 305 BASIC FIBERS
TEXT 460 TEXTILE PROCESSES

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

LUMINIZE
Get a headstart
on summer highlights
No appointments ever taken-walk-ins only

Guys and Dolls
opens in Greenville April 5
located in the Eastgate Shopping Center

ROGERS PLAZA 123 BY-PASS PHONE 654-1902
■■■
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Chanelo's Pizza
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YOU CANTCOOK
THIS CHEAP AT HOME!
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT SAUCE
SPECIAL
Steaming hot and piled high

1

3/31/SO MONDAY 3/31/SO

IO INCH
Buy.

a platter

come in and ask for

Chanelo's Spaghetti and
Meat Sauce Special

Call the
Hungry Number
654-6990

PRESENTS LIVE

ROCK N ROLL WITH

THIS WEEKEND
COME PARTY & DANCE
WITH US
COVER $100W/STUDENT I.D

COMING THURS. APRIL 10th
THE WORLD FAMOUS
BUSCH PYRAMID PILEUP
COME FOR THE PRIDE
COME FORTHE FUN

<s>

THIS

EVERYTUESDAY
FROM OPENING TIL CLOSING

only

iife SI &

-H-n*** ^ydg £
Pizza
SAME

VALUE

YOUR
CHOICE

H/ieVe got more going for you.
•O

«<H
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^,00'
WHOSEZ
2 can't ait as
cheap as 1?

NOTHING
BEATSA
CHANELO'S
PIZZA

J3S1
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NOTHING
BEATSA
CHANELO'S
PIZZA
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Wholesome nutritional food served at
its very best contributes to "The
Full, Rich life"...Why settle for less?

ELI

WEDNESDAY APRIL 9th

THURS NIGHTS ARE MORE FUN NOW
*GET IN FREE WITH C.U.I.D.
* 2 FOR 1 ON BOOZE & BREWS 7-9
UNLIMITED SUPPLY OF 50c BUSCH
* COOL AIR-CONDITIONED COMFORT

COMING THRUS. APRIL 17th
THE VOLUPTUOUS

PENTHOUSE PET
WILL BE
ATTHECORP FOR THE
AUCTION FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY

